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CREATE COASTAL CHARM WITH BEACH-INSPIRED COLORS
Our Coventry vinyl siding has it all: picture-perfect coastal colors in a virtually 
maintenance-free exterior cladding. Each hue in this curated collection is airy and 
light, with just the right depth of color to create a beautifully beachy aesthetic. 
From Sea Mist to Cottage Yellow, our nature-inspired palette pairs easily with 
crisp whites, soft tones or saturated shades for a charming seaside exterior design. 

BUILT WEATHER-TOUGH!
While you may be drawn to Coventry for its elegant appearance, it’s also  
important to consider the siding’s durability and strength. How will it hold up 
after years of exposure to strong winds, intense sun, pounding rain and other  
harsh outdoor elements?

Coventry’s heavy-duty construction is fortified with a rolled-top nailing hem to 
provide added structural integrity and secure wall attachment. This extra-strong  
design enhancement increases the overall stability of the panel and anchors it 
firmly to the home’s exterior walls. Tested and proven, Coventry meets or exceeds 
the ASTM D5206 industry test standard for negative windload resistance.

EASY CARE, EASY CLEAN
A longtime favorite for its easy-care features, Coventry recreates the beauty of 
freshly painted wood siding, but without the time-consuming upkeep. The high-
performance vinyl color won’t chip, flake or blister like painted surfaces and won’t 
rot or warp due to moisture. There’s no need for scraping or repainting. A simple 
rinse with a garden hose will remove most airborne dust and dirt and restore the 
like-new beauty.

A VALUE-ADDED INVESTMENT
For many people, a home is a substantial 
investment, as well as a source of personal pride. 
Coventry vinyl siding will provide a beautiful, 
low-maintenance finish while also enhancing the 
curb appeal and resale value of your home.

Coastal colors are also  
available in Architectural 
Classics® 7" Traditional Shake 
for greater design options.

Double 5" Clapboard  
Natural cedar grain texture
.042" panel thickness
Rolled-top nailing hem 
1/2" panel projection 
4 coastal colors 
Lifetime limited warranty* 

QUICK SPECS:

Cottage YellowSand Bar

Dune Grass

Note: Available in Coventry Double 5" Clapboard only.  
Not offered in all areas. See your Alside Sales Representative  
for details.
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BRING COASTAL BEAUTY HOME
A Modern Take on Iconic Colors
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